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ABSTRACT
Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), a member of the Paramyxoviridae family of nonsegmented, negative-sense, single-stranded RNA genome viruses, is a leading cause of lower respiratory tract infections in infants, young children, and the elderly or immunocompromised. There are many open questions regarding the processes that regulate human RSV (hRSV) assembly and budding. Here, using cryo-electron tomography, we identified virus particles that were spherical, filamentous, and asymmetric in structure, all within the same virus preparation. The three particle morphologies maintained a similar organization of the surface glycoproteins, matrix protein (M), M-2-1, and the ribonucleoprotein (RNP). RNP filaments were traced in three dimensions (3D), and their total length was calculated. The measurements revealed the inclusion of multiple full-length genome copies per particle. RNP was associated with the membrane whenever the M layer was present. The amount of M coverage ranged from 24% to 86% in the different morphologies. Using fluorescence light microscopy (fLM), direct stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (dSTORM), and a proximity ligation assay (PLA), we provide evidence illustrating that M-2-1 is located between RNP and M in isolated viral particles. In addition, regular spacing of the M-2-1 densities was resolved when hRSV viruses were imaged using Zernike phase contrast (ZPC) cryo-electron tomography. Our studies provide a more complete characterization of the hRSV virion structure and substantiation that M and M-2-1 regulate virus organization.

IMPORTANCE
RSV is a leading cause of lower respiratory tract infections in infants and young children as well as elderly or immunocompromised individuals. We used cryo-electron tomography and Zernike phase contrast cryo-electron tomography to visualize populations of purified hRSV in 3D. We observed the three distinct morphologies, spherical, filamentous, and asymmetric, which maintained comparable organizational profiles. Depending on the virus morphology examined, the amount of M ranged from 24% to 86%. We complemented the cryo-imaging studies with fluorescence microscopy, dSTORM, and a proximity ligation assay to provide additional evidence that M-2-1 is incorporated into viral particles and is positioned between M and RNP. The results highlight the impact of M and M-2-1 on the regulation of hRSV organization.

Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is a member of the Paramyxoviridae family and contains a continuous, single-stranded negative-sense RNA genome (Fig. 1). Paramyxoviruses are of worldwide importance to human and animal populations. Several highly contagious viruses belong to this family, including the human pathogens measles, mumps, and RSV, as well as the zoonotic viruses Hendra and Nipah (1). Human RSV (hRSV) is the most common cause of bronchiolitis and pneumonia in children under 12 months of age. In the United States, there are between 75,000 and 125,000 children hospitalized each year due to complications associated with RSV infection (2). It has been estimated that, globally, there are 64 million cases of RSV infections annually that culminate in 253,500 deaths (3, 4). Although researchers are actively developing numerous treatments, no effective vaccine has been developed or licensed (5–9).

RSV and human metapneumovirus (HMPV) are grouped together in the Paramyxoviridae subfamily Pneumovirinae based on their sequence homology, protein activity, and morphology. The RSV genome consists of 10 open reading frames (ORFs) that encode 11 structural and nonstructural proteins (10). The first seven genes found in all paramyxoviruses translate into seven structural proteins. The nucleoprotein (N), phosphoprotein (P), and RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (L) encapsulate the viral RNA to form a helical assembly termed the ribonucleoprotein complex (RNP). This structure protects the RNA and forms the minimal replication machinery. RSV possesses three integral membrane
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proteins: the receptor attachment glycoprotein (G), the fusion protein (F), and a short hydrophobic (SH) protein. The G protein is involved in viral attachment to the host cell, while the F protein is responsible for fusion. The SH protein forms a pentameric ion channel (11).

Much like other paramyxoviruses (12–16), the polymerization of the matrix protein (M) is regarded as the main force that drives RSV assembly and budding. M is a membrane-associated protein that consists of both positively charged and hydrophobic domains that are important for cytoplasmic membrane binding (17). M is essential for virus particle formation. Recent studies of an M-null mutant indicated that the absence of M impairs the formation of long viral filaments (18). This may illustrate that the presence of M or the polymerization of M at the budding sites promotes the elongation of filamentous viruses. M also interacts with the amino-terminal domain of G (19) and with the cytoplasmic tail of the F protein (20) and coordinates their recruitment to sites of assembly and budding. For some paramyxoviruses, matrix proteins have been shown to be sufficient for budding of viruslike particles (VLPs) in tissue culture, as is the case for PIV1 (21), Sendai (22), and RSV (20). However, other paramyxoviruses, such as Mumps (16) and PIV5 (23), require an accessory protein, e.g., F or N, for maximum budding process efficiency.

The three additional genes contained in the genomes of Pneumovirus genus members are the two nonstructural proteins (NS1 and NS2) and M2. NS1 and NS2 are type I interferon antagonists (10). The M2 gene encodes two distinct proteins, M2-1 and M2-2, which have been shown to function in genome transcription and replication (24–26). More specifically, the M2-1 protein serves two distinct roles. First, M2-1 is a transcriptional regulator and switches RNA synthesis from protein transcription to genome replication. Second, M2-1 has a complementary structural function, in which it has been shown to colocalize with cytoplasmic inclusions contained within infected cells, associating with the RNP complex through P (27) and with the N-terminal domain of M (28). In a recent study, it was suggested that M2-1 was contained in virus particles and proposed to be ~13 nm underneath the membrane (29). However, no evidence has yet been presented regarding the relationship between M, M2-1, and RNP, within isolated or cell-associated viral particles.

To evaluate the presence and localization of M2-1 in filamentous viruses and to correlate with our cryo-ET analyses, we used confocal microscopy and direct stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (dSTORM). The dSTORM technique utilizes two different laser wavelengths, one to convert organic fluorophores in a sample to a stable dark state, and another to periodically excite a small fraction of the fluorophores into a bright state. These bright spots are then localized (38). Through repeated cycles of excitation, localization, and deactivation, the sample can be imaged with a lateral resolution of ~30 nm and an axial resolution of ~75 nm. This method allowed for the specific localization of viral proteins at a resolution less than the width of typical RSV viral particles (~200 nm). In addition, we utilized a proximity ligation assay (PLA) to measure the specific protein–protein and protein–RNA interactions in hRSV viruses. PLA utilizes rolling-circle amplification between two oligonucleotide-labeled secondary antibodies to generate discrete bright puncta at interaction sites with ~30-nm resolution.
resolution (39). It should be noted that PLA is not aocolocalization technique per say. If a punctum is generated, then this indicates that an interaction (within ~30 nm) has occurred; however, due to the size and shape of the DNA produced during rolling-circle amplification, it may not colocalize perfectly with surrounding molecules. By using peptide-tagged RNA probes against viral genomic RNA, we were also able to identify interactions between viral proteins, namely, M and M2-1, and RNA in hRSV viral particles (40).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Virus preparation for cryo-ET. The A2 strain of RSV was grown in HEp-2 cells under batch conditions and purified to a viral particle count of 6 × 10^6 virions/ml (50% tissue culture infective dose [TCID_{50}] titer, 10^8 TCID_{50}/ml). Aliquots of the purified virus suspended in a 10 mM Tris-150 mM NaCl-1 mM EDTA (pH 7.5) buffer were acquired from Advanced Biotechnologies Inc. (Columbia, MD).

Cryo-ET preparation and data collection. The purified virus suspension was flash-frozen (plunge frozen) onto glow-discharged Quantifoil grids (Quantifoil Micro Tools GmbH, Jena, Germany) in liquid ethane by using either a Vitrobot Mark III or Mark IV system (FEI, Hillsboro, OR). Aliquots 10 nm bovine serum albumin (BSA)-treated or protein A-treated colloidal gold was added to the sample and applied to the grid as a fiduciary marker.

Cryo-ET data collection was performed by using two microscopes: a JEOL JEM-2200FS 200-kV FEG-TEM (JEOL Ltd., Japan) with a Zeiss-style phase plate system, an in-column Omega-style energy filter (slit width, 20 eV), and a 4k-by-4k Gatan Ultrascan charge-coupled-device (CCD) camera (Gatan, Pleasanton, CA) at the Emory University Robert P. Aplarian Integrated Electron Microscopy Core or an FEI Titan Krios (CCD) camera (Gatan, Pleasanton, CA) at the Rocky Mountain Laboratories, DIR, NIAID. Images were captured with a voxel size range of 0.764 nm and 0.45 nm on the specimen. A total electron dose of ~120 e^-2/Å^2 was fractionated over individual tilt series ranging from −62° to +62°. Data were collected at a defocus ranging between 4 and 6 μm under focus. Tilt series images were taken automatically with 2 tilt increments by using either SerialEM (41) or Xplore3D, the FEI automated tomography data collection software.

Cryo-ET image processing and analysis. Three-dimensional (3D) reconstructions (tomograms) were generated using IMOD (42), and the data were binned 2-fold during the process. The tomograms were further binned and denoised by either bilateral filtering or nonlinear anisotropic diffusion as implemented in the Bsoft suite (43). Final analyses of the tomograms were with a voxel size range of 1.5 nm to 0.9 nm. Direct volume rendering, 2-slice progressions, and quantitative rendering were done with Amira 5.4.1 (Visualization Sciences Group). Averaged line profiles were generated from multiple representative hRSV particles for the three classes of hRSV particle morphologies using the ImageJ software package (44). Graphical analyses were performed using Prism (GraphPad Software), while Prism, StatPlus, and Microsoft Excel were used for statistical analysis.

Matrix protein coverage. To assess the amount of M on the different particle types, the viral membrane was segmented using an Amira total surface segmentation tool. Then regions with visible M and no M were segmented as separate materials. This process was repeated throughout each tomogram. The amount of M coverage was calculated as a percentage of the total surface area determined by the surface area measuring tool in Amira.

Calculation of membrane curvature. To study the membrane curvature, radius^1 (r_1) and radius^2 (r_2) were measured locally on equally sized regions for spherical viruses without M, spherical viruses with M, and filamentous viruses using ImageJ (44). The two principle curvature values (c) were calculated (c_1 = 1/r_1 and c_2 = 1/r_2). The total curvature (f = c_1 + c_2) and the Gaussian curvature (K = c_1 × c_2) were also determined (45).

RNA imaging probes. RNA imaging probe design is described in more detail elsewhere (46). Briefly, 2′-O-methyl RNA/DNA chimeric nucleic acid ligands containing a 5′-biotin modification (Biosearch Technologies) were labeled with either Cy3B NHS ester (GE Healthcare) or DyLight 650 NHS esters (Pierce). Unbound dye was removed via centrifugation in a 3-kDa filter (Millipore) and stored at −20°C until further use. To assemble probes, labeled oligonucleotides were mixed with neutravidin (Pierce) in a 5:1 molar ratio and allowed to react at room temperature for 1 h. Unbound oligonucleotides were removed via centrifugation in a 30-kDa filter (Millipore).

Cell culture. HEp-2 human epithelial cells (American Tissue Culture Collection CCL-23) were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM; Lonza) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (HyClone) and 100 U/ml penicillin and 100 mg/ml streptomycin (Invitrogen). Cells were plated on no. 1.5 coverslips (Electron Microscopy Scis) 1 day prior to infection or imaging.

Probe delivery. Cells were washed in Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS) without Ca^{2+} and Mg^{2+} (Lonza) and subsequently incubated with Opti-MEM (Invitrogen) containing 30 nM RNA imaging probes and 0.2 U/ml activated streptolysin O (Sigma) for 10 min at 37°C. Afterwards, the Opti-MEM was replaced with complete growth medium for 15 min at 37°C before fixation or isolation of the virus.

Virus propagation for fluorescence imaging. RSV strain A2 (American Tissue Culture Collection VR-1544) was amplified in low-passage-number HEp-2 cells when the cells were >80% confluent. The medium was removed from cells, the cells were washed with DPBS (without Ca^{2+} and Mg^{2+}), and virus was added at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 0.01 for 1 h before fresh medium was added to the inoculum. Cell-associated virus was harvested by scraping when the cells displayed a high degree of cytopathic effect (CPE) (approximately 90%, or around 96 h postinfection), vortexed briefly, aliquoted, and stored at −80°C. For RNA imaging probe-labeled virus, RNA imaging probes were delivered to cells according to the probe delivery method section before the cells were scraped. Viral titers were quantified by plaque assay.

Immunostaining. Cells or virus on coverslips were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences) in PBS for 10 min at room temperature before permeabilization with 0.2% Triton X-100 (Sigma) for 5 min at room temperature. This step was followed by blocking with 5% bovine serum albumin for 30 min at 37°C, washing with PBS, primary antibody incubation for 30 min at 37°C, washing with PBS, secondary antibody incubation for 30 min at 37°C, and a final washing with PBS. Multiple antibody labeling was done simultaneously after checking for cross-reactivity. Cells were then stained with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), and all samples were mounted with ProLong Gold (Invitrogen). For virus on glass, before fixation, virus was centrifuged through 5-μm-pore-size and 0.45-μm-pore-size filters (Millipore) at 5,000 × g and 4°C for 4 min and 1 min, respectively, to isolate single filaments from infected cells. This size fraction was then spun down onto poly-l-lysine (Sigma)-coated coverslips via centrifugation at 3,007 × g and 4°C for 30 min. Virus was then fixed and immunostained using the above-described method. For simultaneous staining of M and M2-1 (both antibodies raised in a mouse), several steps were added. After permeabilization and blocking, cells were incubated with M2-1 primary, then rabbit anti-mouse Fab fragment (Jackson ImmunoResearch), then a donkey anti-rabbit secondary antibody, followed by a light fixation in 1% paraformaldehyde in PBS for 10 min at room temperature. All incubations were for 30 min at 37°C, and cells were washed twice with PBS between each incubation. Afterwards, cells were stained for viral M and F according to the standard protocol given above.

Antibodies. Primary antibodies used were human anti-RSV F (Palivizumab; MedImmune), mouse anti-RSV M (B13S; a gift from James E. Crowe Jr.’s lab), mouse anti-RSV M2-1 (5H5; Abcam). Secondary antibodies used were donkey anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen), donkey anti-human Alexa Fluor 488 (Jackson ImmunoResearch), donkey anti-rabbit Cy3 (Jackson ImmunoResearch), donkey anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 620 (Jackson ImmunoResearch), and donkey anti-rabbit Cy3 (Jackson ImmunoResearch).
Fluor 647 (Invitrogen), and donkey anti-human Alexa Fluor 647 (Jackson ImmunoResearch).

**Fluorescent imaging.** Images for fixed cell experiments were taken on an LSM 710 laser scanning confocal microscope (Zeiss) with a ×63-magnification, 1.4-numerical-aperture (NA) plan-APOCHROMAT objective. Alexa Fluor 488 and Cy3 channels were taken on separate tracks to minimize bleedthrough; DAPI and Cy5 were taken on the same track. Lasers used were 405 nm, 488 nm, 555 nm, and 635 nm. Z stacks were taken in increments of 0.38 μm, with the pinhole set to 1 Airy disk. Linear contrast enhancement and rolling-ball fine-filter remove-noise tasks were made in Volocity (PerkinElmer).

**dSTORM imaging.** Superresolution images were recorded with a Vutara SR 200 (Vutara, Inc., Salt Lake City, UT) commercial microscope based on the single molecule localization (SML) biplane FPALM technology (47, 48). Viral proteins and MTRIP probes were imaged using 647-nm and 561-nm excitation lasers, respectively, and a 405-nm activation laser in a photoswitching buffer comprised of 20 mM cysteamine and oxygen scavengers (glucose oxidase and catalase) in 50 mM Tris-10 mM buffer at pH 8.0. Images were recorded using a ×60-magnification, 1.2-NA water immersion objective (Olympus) and an Evolve 512 EM CCD camera (Photometrics) with gain set at 50, frame rate at 50 Hz, and maximal powers of 647-nm, 561-nm, or 405-nm lasers set at 8, 8, or 0.05 kW/cm², respectively. Total number of frames acquired per channel ranged from 2,000 to 4,000 frames. Data were analyzed by the Vutara SRX software (version 4.07). Single molecules were identified by their brightness frame by frame after removing the background. Identified particles were then localized in three dimensions by fitting the raw data in a customizable region of interest (typically 16 by 16 pixels) centered on each particle in each plane with a 3D model function which was obtained from recorded bead data sets. Fit results were stored as data lists for further analysis. The image resolution capable of being achieved experimentally is 20 nm laterally (x and y) and 50 nm axially (z).

**Proximity ligation assay.** Virus was filtered and spun down onto glass coverslips as mentioned above. Proximity ligation assay (PLA) was performed according to the Duolink II kit manufacturer’s instructions (Olink Bioscience) with slight modifications to the diluents. Briefly, virus was fixed with 1% paraformaldehyde for 10 min and permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X-100 for 5 min, both at room temperature. Virus was blocked for 30 min at 37°C with a solution containing 0.5% Tween 20 (CalBioChem), 0.1% gelatin (Aurion), 2% donkey serum (VWR), and 1% bovine serum albumin in PBS. Virus was then incubated for 30 min at 37°C with primary antibodies (titrated to minimize nonspecific background) diluted in a solution containing 0.25% gelatin, 0.5% donkey serum, and 1% BSA in PBS followed by secondary PLA probe antibodies diluted in a 0.05% Tween 20 solution in PBS. Following a wash, the ligation, amplification, and subsequent washing steps were performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Virus was then immunostained as described above with a polyclonal goat anti-RSV primary (Abcam) to label viral particles. For detecting PLA between M and M2-1 (both mouse antibodies), the same steps for immunostaining with a Fab fragment were as described above with a polyclonal goat anti-RSV primary (Abcam) to label viral particles. For detecting PLA between M and M2-1 (both mouse antibodies), the same steps for immunostaining with a Fab fragment were used in our analysis. The amount of RNP in the asymmetric and filamentous viruses was better regulated than that of the spherical viruses (Fig. 2 and 4). The RNP layer beneath the membrane. Groups 2 and 3, however, had no visible stretches of M yet contained RNP. Between groups 2 and 3, RNP orientation and quantity varied widely. The RNP of group 2 viruses (Fig. 3B, E, and H) was dispersed throughout the particles with few, usually only three to four, contact points with the membrane. The RNP of group 3 viruses (Fig. 3C, F, and I) was densely packed within the viral particles, which made it difficult to resolve other internal structural features native to hRSV. The arrangement of RNP was so dense that no interaction points between RNP and M could be detected. Interestingly, the organization of the asymmetric and filamentous viruses was better regulated than that of the spherical viruses (Fig. 2 and 4). The amount of RNP in the asymmetric and filamentous viruses was more consistent and there was a greater quantity of M associated with the viral membrane than in the spherical viruses. However, the asymmetric viruses had more irregularly shaped patches of M than the filamentous viruses, which were almost completely lined with M. A few viruses exhibited some novel structural components that included the presence of lipid vesicles inside the virus (Fig. 3C), which has been noted in Sendai virus (53), and empty blebs connected to the virus through glycoprotein-covered tubules (Fig. 3A), as has also been observed in Marburg virus (54).

**Analysis of the hRSV RNP.** We quantified the number and distribution of genomic RNPs in all three virus morphologies because of the wide variation in RNP content noted upon the initial examination of the tomograms and previous accounts that have indicated that paramyxoviruses incorporate more than one genome copy into an assembled virus (53, 55). RNP was computationally tracked through the 3D volume of each viral particle examined. In a subset of the viral particles, RNP was partially traced in small regions because of the unpredictable trajectories of RNP through the 3D volume, the thickness and density of the viruses, and the effect of the missing wedge (56). However, in some particles, we were able to track the entire RNP. Using the previously determined genome length, pitch, and subunits per helix turn of the hRSV RNP helix (51, 52), an average complete genome length of 1.48 μm was calculated and used in our analysis.

The number of RNPs varied significantly among the spherical viral particles. RNP of the group 1 viruses was observed running in...
nearly parallel trajectories along the membrane; \( \sim 11 \ (\pm 1.4) \)-nm cross sections of RNP were resolved in individual slices through central regions of the viruses (Fig. 3A, D, and G). In group 2 viruses, RNP did not have a defined course, filled large regions of the central volume, and did not exhibit many contact points with the viral membrane (Fig. 3B, E, and H). Group 3 viruses contained large numbers of RNPs, which were flexible enough to fill all the available space within the virus (Fig. 3C, F, and I). Using 1.48 \( \mu \)m as the average genome length for hRSV, we assessed that, in spherical viruses, the genome content varied from one to nine copies (Fig. 5). When examining the tomograms of the asymmetric particles, RNP was noted to be associated with the viral membrane and the center of the virus was devoid of material. The asymmetric viruses had less variation in the quantity of RNP and contained a maximum of five genome copies per virus (Fig. 5). We also determined that for the three virus morphologies, there was a significant positive correlation between the amount of RNP contained and the virus volume (for filamentous, \( R^2 = 0.23, P = 0.04 \); for asymmetric, \( R^2 = 0.31, P = 0.005 \); for spherical, \( R^2 = 0.21, P = 0.012 \)).

Arrangement of the matrix protein layer. From the linear profiles of all three hRSV morphologies, we identified regions with and without M. In all viruses, M formed a distinct layer \( 5 \) nm away from the viral membrane (Fig. 4). We noted that M coverage varied significantly between the three virus morphologies. We quantified the amount of M as a percentage of total membrane surface area (Fig. 6A). The surface area of the membrane covered with M was calculated to be \( \sim 24\% \) for spherical viruses, \( \sim 64\% \) for asymmetric viruses, and \( \sim 85.5\% \) for the filamentous viruses (Fig. 6A). This suggests that the more M that is present in a virus, the more likely that it will be filamentous. This observation correlates with previous findings, where M was reported to be required for filament formation (18). To further assess the impact of M on virus structure, the surface area-to-volume (SA/V) ratio of the viruses was calculated and its relationship was compared to M coverage (Fig. 6B and C). It is well established that when spheres and cylinders have the same radius (\( r \)) and volume, the surface area ratio is 2:3. Likewise, upon examination of the SA/V ratio, for the sphere the ratio is \( 3/r \) and for the cylinder, which includes the additional height (\( h \)) measurement, the ratio is \( (2r + 2h)/rh \). Therefore, when we consider filamentous (or cylindrical) and spherical viral particles, it was within reason to expect that, as supported by our calculations, filamentous hRSV particles had, on average, a 1.5\( \times \) greater SA/V ratio than their spherical hRSV counterparts. M had a significantly negative impact on the SA/V ratio in the spherical particles, suggesting that M did not contribute to particle growth in spherical particles. In fact, the larger hRSV spheres had less M. Asymmetric particles had a higher proportion of M than the spherical particles, but this proportion was highly variable. We concluded that M did not control the SA/V ratio in asymmetric particles. Most of the filamentous particles had close to 100\% M coverage, with only the ends lacking M. The
slight positive correlation between the amount of M and the SA/V ratio suggests that M is required for the growth of the filament, which agrees with previous studies (18, 29, 57, 58).

In addition to the visible layer beneath the membrane, the presence of M was also associated with the presence of flattened membrane surfaces, even in spherical virus particles that had less than 20% M coverage. To study the effect of M on virus particle shape, the membrane curvature was determined (Table 1) (45).
all particle types, when M was present along the viral membrane, regions presented the cylindrical architecture, which was straight along one axis and positively curved in the orthogonal axis (Table 1). Spherical viral particles that did not contain M were positively curved in both axes and did not deviate from the character of a traditional spherical object (Table 1).

**M2-1 placement in hRSV.** In the raw tomograms of hRSV particles, we observed a regularly spaced density localized between...
the average length of one full genome was calculated to be 1.48 μm. Based on previous studies, the average length of one full genome was calculated to be 1.48 μm. With this, the number of genomes per particle was determined. The left y axis notes the total RNP length in nm, the right y axis corresponds to the number of genome copies, and the x axis is the calculated volume of the viral particles. (B) Graph representing the frequency of the different genome numbers in the three RSV morphologies.

**DISCUSSION**

Impact of culture and purification conditions on hRSV morphology. We examined purified preparations of the A2 strain of hRSV that contained a mixture of spherical, asymmetric, and filamentous particles. The spherical viruses were present in the greatest numbers, which confirmed the results of a recent study (29). However, it is still unclear which viral morphology is most prevalent in an active infection in humans. Early scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies of budding hRSV viral particles indicated that there

findings regarding the localization patterns of M2-1, we imaged M, M2-1, F, and viral genomic RNA in hRSV-infected HEp-2 cells using laser scanning confocal microscopy (Fig. 8). From these images, we found that the M protein was distributed throughout the cell’s cytoplasm, as well as within viral filaments (indicated by viral genomic RNA and F protein) extending from the cell surface (Fig. 8A and C). We also found that M2-1, in addition to being in the cytoplasm as shown by Li et al. (28), was located in viral filaments, albeit at lower quantities than M (Fig. 8B and C). This finding supports the hypothesis that M2-1 is part of the structure of a mature hRSV virion.

To further investigate the localization of M2-1, we imaged filamentous viral particles isolated from infected cell monolayers using dSTORM (Fig. 9). Both the M protein (Fig. 9A) and the M2-1 protein (Fig. 9B) were distributed throughout the length of the filament; the M was distributed continuously, and the M2-1 coincided more frequently with the genomic RNA. This was more evident in side views where there was both protein and genomic RNA (Fig. 9A and B, side views and boxed regions). The M protein appeared to surround the top of the genomic RNA, while M2-1 was in closer proximity to the genomic RNA than M and followed the genomic RNA distribution closely. This observation was quantified by measuring the full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of the point count of individual filaments (Fig. 9C), which showed the FWHM of M and M2-1 to be greater than that of the RNA, with the M2-1 FWHM being slightly smaller than the M FWHM. These results suggest that both M and M2-1 are nearer to the viral envelope and outside the genomic RNA layer, with M2-1 being closer to the genomic RNA than M.

Additionally, we investigated the interactions between F and M, F and M2-1, and M and M2-1 in isolated viral particles using PLA (Fig. 10). All three proteins appeared to be within very close proximity of each other, as indicated by nearly continuous PLA signal even along more filamentous virion morphologies. No PLA signal was detected between either M or M2-1 and green fluorescent protein (GFP) or under a no-primary-antibody control for the M and M2-1 data (controls; data not shown). These data indicate that both M and M2-1 are in very close proximity to F and to each other in mature hRSV viral particles. We also measured the interaction between M and M2-1 and hRSV genomic RNA by utilizing FLAG-tagged RNA probes (Fig. 11). PLA signal, representing an interaction between both M and M2-1 and the RNA, corresponds extremely well with the fluorescent signal from the RNA probes (different wavelengths) compared to no-FLAG-tag controls where there is no PLA signal. This result suggests that both M and M2-1 are within very close proximity to the RNA, and it is not highly dependent on RNA localization within the particles, indicating the RNA is often very close to the membrane, corroborating the cryo-ET findings.
might be a larger number of filamentous viruses versus other virus morphologies (18, 62–68). One explanation for the difference between budding and purified virus samples could be that viral filaments are transformed to spherical viruses during the purification process through disruption of the extended M layer. This hypo-

TABLE 1 Effect of M on the membrane curvature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shape or type</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plane</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cylinder</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sphere</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saddle</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spherical without M</td>
<td>+0.014</td>
<td>+0.00004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spherical with M</td>
<td>+0.008</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filamentous</td>
<td>+0.02</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The table displays the J and K values for shapes governed by curvature along multiple axes (45) (top four rows) and displays the calculated J (J = c^1 + c^2) values of the hRSV viral particle types that were examined and the K (K = c^1 × c^2) values for the three viral particle types (bottom three rows). A larger calculated value indicates a membrane with greater curvature. Curvatures, c^1 and c^2, were measured on local, equivalent segmented areas for each hRSV particle type. +, positive; −, negative.

FIG 6 Effect of the matrix protein on hRSV particle morphology. (A) Graph of the amount of M coverage on the different particle morphologies. The number of particles included in the study and the P value of the t test are indicated. Mean and variance are marked in the table below. (B) Graph demonstrates the correlation between M coverage and surface area/volume ratio in the different particle types. (C) Relevant statistics for panel B are shown, displaying the number of particles in the study, R^2, and the P value for the linear regression model. Asterisks mark statistically significant correlation.

FIG 7 Spacing of M2-1 in hRSV viral particles collected using ZPC cryo-ET. (A) A 7.64-nm slice from a tomographic reconstruction of an hRSV viral particle used for measuring M2-1 spacing. Boxed region highlights the location of M2-1 densities in the slice. The inset is a magnified view of the boxed region; red dots mark the M2-1 densities. Scale bar, 100 nm. (B) Graph of the distances measured between M2-1 densities in three hRSV viral particles. The mean and standard deviation are marked.
esis is partially supported by the studies of Liljeroos et al., which demonstrated that an hRSV sample lost infectivity and viral particles transitioned to spheres when the sample temperature was cycled (29). Studies of Sendai virus have also indicated that perhaps there may be less variation in virus particle size and the morphology of viruses purified at early time points postinfection (69). However, when early harvest viruses were incubated at 37°C or stored at 4°C for several days and then examined by EM, the virus...
morphology became more irregular and suggested that the viruses aged after budding. Additionally, the morphology of the virus could vary depending on when the virus was purified postinfection. Electron microscopy and electron tomography analyses of Marburg virus (70) illustrated that there was a larger population of spherical virus particles than filamentous virus particles present in cell culture supernatants at longer time points postinfection. The populations that contained the greatest quantity of spherical Marburg virus particles also displayed reduced infectivity. This could indicate that the timing of assembly and budding events became unsynchronized due to poorer regulation of cellular processes because of reduced cell fitness. If it is indeed the case for hRSV and other paramyxoviruses that assembly of the virus changes over time and is perhaps cell type and virus, as well as virus strain, specific, further investigations to correlate the morphology of purified hRSV, and other viruses, at specified time points combined with using a range of cell types will be required to establish the relationships that exist.

An alternative view could be that there is a difference in morphology between budded and released particles compared to those that remain cell associated. It was recently shown that influenza viruses might utilize multiple pathways for host cell infection (71). Long influenza virus particles utilize the macropinocytosis pathway for infection instead of infecting target cells via the common receptor-mediated endocytosis pathway used by budded viruses (71). This may be an alternative infection method used by many viruses that remain cell associated. Our study and the report of Liljeroos et al. (29) were examinations of hRSV virus purified from the supernatant of infected cell cultures, while the previous studies were of either budding hRSV or a purified sample that

![FIG 9](http://jvi.asm.org/) dSTORM imaging of RSV filamentous virions. (A) Single RSV filamentous virion on glass, with RNA imaging probes targeting the RSV genomic RNA (green) delivered to it prior to isolation from cells and immunostained for viral M protein (red). A merged image of M and RNA and a side view are also shown. Magnified images of the boxed region in the side view are shown to the right. Arrow in the merge represents an example 100-nm cross section used to measure the axial FWHM. (B) Single RSV filamentous virion on glass with RNA imaging probes that was immunostained for the viral M2-1 protein. Views similar to that in Fig. 10A are shown. (C) Table containing axial FWHM of the point count for the viral protein and RNA in the 100-nm boxed region of the filaments shown in panels A and B. This measurement was repeated for 2 filaments for each protein. Scale bars are 1 μm for whole filaments.
**FIG 10** Proximity ligation assay between F and M, F and M2-1, and M and M2-1. RSV virions on glass were assayed for interactions between F and M, F and M2-1, and M and M2-1 by PLA. The virions were also immunostained for pan-RSV for context. Note that PLA signal is an indication of two molecules in close proximity and may not colocalize with staining. From left to right, column 1 shows pan-RSV staining, column 2 shows PLA signal between F and M (A), F and M2-1 (B), and M and M2-1 (C), column 3 shows the merged image of columns 1 and 2 with pan-RSV signal in green and PLA signal in red, and column 4 shows the fluorescence intensity profile plot along the arrow. The first rows show filamentous virion morphologies, while second rows show spherical virion morphologies. Boxes indicate viral particles of interest; scale bars, 2.5 μm.

**Results**

**contained both supernatant and cell-associated viruses** (18, 62–68). Additional studies of hRSV during an active infection of permissive cells will be required to determine whether the different virus morphologies may support a range of successful infection pathways.

**The M protein and its regulation of virus assembly and morphology.** It is well known that matrix proteins are essential coordinators of assembly and direct morphological variation in many enveloped viruses (29, 57, 72–76). Despite the extreme pleomorphism observed with hRSV particles, all morphologies had similarly structured regions that were governed by the presence of the M protein along the viral membrane. M formed extended layers approximately 5 nm underneath the viral membrane. The presence of M influenced the organization of M2-1 and RNP, as they were membrane proximate only when the M layer was visible. Their spacing from the membrane was also regulated, ~13 nm for M2-1 and 27 nm for RNP. RNP ran parallel to the membrane in all three of the virus morphologies only when M was present, which left an empty volume in the center of many of the viruses examined. Likewise, the densities associated with M2-1 were apparent only when M and RNP were localized together along the membrane. Our findings support the previous observation that M influences particle shape, as the presence of M was associated with elongated and filamentous particles. Changes in the quantity of M present along membranes correlated with explicit differences in particle structure. This suggested that M actively shapes the membrane and influences particle assembly and budding. Similarly, we demonstrated that M actively formed the membrane into cylindrical (or filamentous) shapes, and the widths of the cylindrical regions of the filamentous particles varied between 71 nm and 166 nm.
Quantity and organization of RNP in hRSV. We traced RNP in the viral particles and found that the number of RNPs was variable and dependent on virus morphology. In filamentous hRSV particles less than $2 \mu m$ in length, RNP incorporation was highly regulated. A majority of the filamentous virus particles contained enough measurable RNP that was equivalent to two genome copies. Viral filaments much longer than $2 \mu m$ were not examined in 3D by cryo-ET. By cryo-EM 2D imaging, we observed...
filamentous particles ranging from 2 μm to 10 μm in length. The extremely long viral filaments contained electron densities similar to the RNP density found in the shorter viral filaments (G. Kiss and E. R. Wright, unpublished data). Using dSTORM, we confirmed that long viral filaments over 2 μm in length were filled with RNP, which illustrates that long viral filaments may contain more copies of the hRSV genome. Further studies are needed to clarify the organization of the long filaments. Future research using nanogold versions of the fluorescent RNA imaging probes utilized in this work (46) should allow us to gain further insight into the orientation, sequence, and structure of the genomic RNAs incorporated into the hRSV virion.

Asymmetric and spherical particles supported a broader variation in the number of incorporated genome copies. The average genome copy number per particle was two for asymmetric viral particles and four for spherical viral particles. Our data are consistent with previous findings that paramyxoviruses consistently contain more than one genome copy (53, 55) and with results from quantitative PCR and viral particle counts which revealed that purified hRSV particles have, on average, 1.8 genome copies per particle (B. S. Graham, unpublished data). We also specifically addressed the likelihood that a percentage of the viral particles in the purified samples may include shorter RNP strands. It is known that several enveloped viruses may incorporate truncated genomes into assembling viral particles, which are classified as defective interfering (DI) particles (77–81). DI particles are unable to replicate by themselves and, when present, negatively compete with full-length genomes for the replication machinery. In a recent cryo-ET publication on Sendai virus, DI particles were observed along with viruses that contained complete genomes (53).

**M2-1 forms a link between M and RNP.** Using conventional defocus phase contrast (DPC) cryo-ET, we detected the M2-1 signal in linear profiles through all three morphological classes of the virus particles. The application of ZPC cryo-ET allowed us to resolve the individual M2-1 densities between the M layer and RNP. We measured the distance between the M2-1 densities and found a regular, 12.6-nm spacing. The regularity of the M2-1 spacing could be attributed to either a linkage associated with a well-ordered M layer or dependence on the interaction of M2-1 with P from the RNP complex. Producing viruses with nanogold-labeled viral proteins and RNA and analyzing them by cryo-ET could test these hypotheses in future work. Using confocal and dSTORM microscopy, we confirmed that M2-1 is indeed present in viral filaments and that it exists in a layer in close proximity to M as well as the hRSV genome. Additionally, using PLA, we demonstrated that both M and M2-1 are within 30 nm of each other and the F protein in viral filaments.

In summary, the present results provide strong evidence that M, M2-1, and RNP are linked together in all hRSV particle morphologies. Our analyses also revealed that hRSV particles with higher percentages of M associated with the viral membrane were more likely to maintain the filamentous architecture, while lower levels of M corresponded to spherical or asymmetric particles. However, the reasons for such a high pleomorphism are still not clear. A recent publication showed evidence of how the filamentous particles are more successful in transport and trafficking in the respiratory tract, which can explain the propensity for respiratory viruses to have a filamentous morphology (82) but leaves the purpose of the other observed morphologies unclear. Other studies speculate that the purpose of the extreme morphologies is to distract the immune system from the infectious particles, such as Archetti bodies associated with influenza (83). The reported difference in virion shape and organization in early- and late-harvest Sendai virus samples suggests that host cell factors can also contribute to the virus morphology (84). Additional cryo-ET, fluorescence light microscopy (fLM), and virological studies are needed to clarify these questions.
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